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by the end of deep black, i was really starting to hope that biart studio had taken the time to make a better game than this. but no. after reaching the end of the game's underwater section, you're dropped back into the story of the nuclear-powered submarine. i can only assume that
biart studio decided to make sure the story was finished by having you finish the game from the beginning. honestly, it would have been a lot more enjoyable to have been allowed to skip this segment of the game entirely and see what happened to pierce. if the story is as shallow as i
have described, then the game is nothing more than a series of dreary, gun-heavy set pieces over and over again. this is especially true during the aforementioned underwater segments, where you spend most of your time underwater. if deep black's story is too shallow for you, then

you can skip this part of the game entirely. the main problem with deep black is that the cover-based shooting parts are extremely repetitive. you'll spend a lot of time shooting and swimming your way through one section of a building, only to be confronted by a new section of a
building and forced to start over. once you've started a new level, you'll need to go through the same basic sequence of loading, moving through the environment, shooting the enemies, and ducking out of their line of fire again. on september 7 at 9 pm pt and september 8 at 9 pm pt,
black ops cold war and warzone online players will be able to get their hands on new content for the 80s in multiplayer and zombies, with the numbers event bringing eight new features in multiplayer and four new features in zombies to the battlefield. the 80s are about to go boom in

black ops cold war and warzone, and we’re looking forward to seeing how the 80s will impact future seasons in the next two months. until then, let’s relive the 80s with two new deep black reloaded maps, new functional melee weapons, new arcade cabinet game, and the upcoming 80s
themes.
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